Starting with an upside down glass, Doodle a circular base for your Basket.

Build up the walls of the Basket by continuing to Doodle around the perimeter of the circle.

Create a bridge with a piece of masking tape to help you Doodle the Basket Handle.

Doodle multiple half-inch sticks to create “Grass” to line the Basket with.

Draw and trace a Ribbon shape with the 3Doodler to decorate your Basket.

Draw and trace an egg shape twice, then fuse them both together to create the Easter Egg frame.
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Step 7
Doodle between each section of the Egg frame until it is complete.

Step 8
Continue Doodling more Eggs to fill your Basket.

Step 9
Use a different colour for each Egg!

Step 10
All finished.

Step 11
Decorate each Egg with a secondary colour.

Step 12
Use this Zig Zag pattern or be creative and make your own.
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